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Lockdown 2.0

Urban India lockdown probably till April end.

Lockdown exemptions for agriculture, factories

and the transport of goods.

Meaning: engines of the economy start turning

Harvests and procurement of produce

“LOCK-IN” for factories with workers staying

onsite and maintaining social distancing.

Bring migrant workers from camps to their

factories



Cargo movement of all kinds of goods.

No distinction in essential and non-essential goods

KEY THEME

Get the economy moving + strict restrictions

Tough balancing: saving lives and reviving
economy

Resurgence of coronavirus cases in China, Japan
and South Korea is a cause of concern for India.

Insurance: agricultural workers, truck drivers,
workers of essential industries



Manufacturing

Resume manufacturing in industrial townships
with controlled entry-exit.

Dedicated medical facilites

Production of medical and healthcare related
equipment.

Example of controlled business activity: Foxconn
have dorms in their factories.

Resumption of activity for companies/MSMEs with
export commitments.

DPIIT to HM: manufacturing activities, which are
essential for the economy and providing liquidity
to the people, should be allowed.



Other industrial segments that may start operating over time include

production of heavy electrical items like transformers and circuit

vehicles, telecom equipment and components, compressors and

condensor units, defence ancillary units, pulp and paper units, all

types of food and beverages, fertilizer plants, cement plants, paints

and dyes, and automotive units.

Items such as production of pressure cooker gaskets, pharmaceutical

items including surgical gloves, rubber coated aprons, trolley wheels

for hospital sector, and catheters may also be allowed.

Officials acknowledged that there would be challenges to opening up

the economy in stages.



Cab defaults 

Exodus of cab drivers from Indian metropolises.

It will trigger a massive default in vehicle loans.

Nearly 60% of drivers engaged by app-based ride-hailing

companies being migrants.

Banks have given loans to nearly 80% of the cabbies.

There are about 1.1 million cabs across the ride-hailing,

B2B and tourist taxi segments, which collectively amount

to almost ₹30,000 crore in borrowing.

30-40% of the drivers don’t think it is lucrative enough

to come back.



South Asia Economic Focus report

India and other South Asian countries are likely to
record their worst growth performance in four
decades this year due to the coronavirus outbreak.

Report: economic growth of 1.8% to 2.8% this year

6.3% it projected six months ago

India's economy, the region's biggest, is expected to
grow 1.5% to 2.8% in the fiscal year that started on
April 1.

India will grow 4.8% to 5% in the fiscal year that ended on
March 31.

Measures taken to counter the coronavirus have
disrupted supply chains across South Asia



Oil Deal

Diplomatic wrangling between Mexico and Saudi

Arabia entered a 4th day.

Saudi Arabia and Russia flooded the market in a

price war.

Populist president Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador

has pledged to restore his country’s oil-pumping

prowess with its politically symbolic state oil firm,

and so he is reluctant to agree to deep cuts.

An unprecedented reduction of about 10% in

worldwide crude output had looked all but certain

last week, and Russia said it considered the deal

done.



Saudi Arabia insists that Mexico cut its production

as much as everyone else.

The tentative OPEC+ deal for a 10 million barrel

cut requires Mexico to reduce its own output by

4,00,000 barrels a day.

Th Latin American country has rejected the

proposal insted offering to cut output by just

1,00,000 barrels.

It would need approval for Mexico as it is a part of

the alliance.



IBC 

Union Cabinet will likely take up an ordinance to

amend the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, to

prevent companies from being forced into

insolvency proceedings due to default caused by

the Covid-19 crisis.

The ordinance will seek to suspend the relevant

provisions of IBC Sections 7, 9 and 10, to provide

relief to borrowers from being dragged into

insolvency.

Suspension will be for six months at least.



Prices begin to rise

Price of pulses, rice and cooking oils have started

rising on rising demand despite availability of

adequate supply.

Scarcity of packaging material is a worry.

Biscuits and bread are in short supply in smaller

cities.



CII on exit strategy

Industry body CII: government should take a calibrated
approach looking at the geographical spread of Covid-19
cases in exiting the nationwide lockdown.

CII has used four key indicators for prioritising sectors that
need to be restarted

1. Sectors that are part of and support the essential goods and
services ecosystem

2. Labour intensive sectors

3. Sectors that are essential for protecting India’s export market
share

4. Sectors that will help the country manage its imports to a
minimum based on essential requirements for further production
and export



Questions

1. Which is the largest rice producing country in the world?

A. India

B. Myanmar

C. China

D. Philippines

2. Mexico shares its land boundary/ies with which country/ies?
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Do you know? 
Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


